Know the risks.
It’s only natural to feel a little unsteady stepping into the shower
or uneasy walking down stairs. Falling is the leading cause of
unintentional-injury deaths for people over the age of 65.

One smart device.
One easy choice.
When it comes to medical alert systems, there really is no comparison.
Only MyNotifi offers all of these benefits:

NO MONTHLY FEES
One-time purchase
For those 65+, falling once
doubles the chance of

No contracts or paperwork

Other risk factors that can
increase the odds of a fall:

No landline required

falling again.

No equipment installation or maintenance

Did you know that remaining

Lower-body weakness

on the floor for more than two

Gait and balance problems

hours after a fall increases the

Poor vision

risk of dehydration, pressure

Problems with feet and/or shoes

ulcers, muscle breakdown,

Low blood pressure

hypothermia and pneumonia?

Chronic conditions

No centralized home system or separate on-the-go devices
No button to push
Easy-to-use app
NO MONTHLY FEES.

24/7 notifications to family, friends and response centers

The new standard
in fall technology.

Available in several stylish colors!

Fear of falling
Sources: CDC, Pew Research Center,
Merck Manual for Professionals

Medications

NO SMARTPHONE, NO PROBLEM!
The MyNotifi® HUB connects to your internet!

Environment or home hazards
Black
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Keep your freedom.
Just because you can’t move like you once did doesn’t mean
you have to slow down. MyNotifi® lets your loved ones
know you’re safe while you go on living your life without
the restrictions that come with other medical alert systems.
We designed MyNotifi® to be a life-saving device — not a
life-changing one.
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Visit www.mynotifi.com today to order
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Your independent lifestyle is worth protecting. MyNotifi® is a one-of-akind medical alert wristband that alerts family and friends automatically
via an easy-to-use smartphone app when a fall is detected.
MyNotifi® can be worn discreetly in a shirt (chest) pocket, bra, wasteline,
or on the wrist in times of lower activity. MyNotifi® is the only product on
the market that offers you the choice of where and how you wear your
device.

A better sensor
of security.

Expand your safety net.
MyNotifi takes a comprehensive approach to balancing your sense of freedom
and their peace of mind.

MyNotifi is an easy-to-use, app-driven device. In the event of a fall, it uses
Bluetooth® technology to notify your family and friends via their smart-

Stay fit.

phones. Best of all, there’s no need to push a button for help. Your loved
ones will know there’s a problem even if you are unconscious or unable to
move. NO SMARTPHONE, NO PROBLEM! With the MyNotifi® HUB your
loved ones can stay safe and connected. Only MyNotifi® offers all of these
benefits:

The MyNotifi® app comes pre-loaded with several exercises designed to build strength in your arms, legs and core,
which promotes balance and stability.

Wear MyNotifi® on the wrist or ankle for exercises
Optimize your range of motion
Track progress over time

Features:

Share fitness and physical therapy progress with your doctor

One-time payment

Magnetic band

Stay safe.

Easy to adjust

The safety features built into MyNotifi® go beyond fall detection

Secure, comfortable fit
Waterproof

Uses your smartphone to share your exact

Available for iOS® and Android™ devices

location in an emergency
Pressing the red button allows you to request help
in ANY emergency situation.

Fall detection you can trust.
Only MyNotifi® has you truly covered with
24/7 notifications to family, friends and response centers.
Accurate: Proven accuracy in extensive

fall detection testing.
Immediate: Notifies everyone in your cus-

tomizable contact list the moment a fall is
detected.
Precise: Senses and reports a full range of

accidents from stumbles to serious falls.
Should a fall occur, the MyNotifi® app enables your exact location to be sent with
the notification.

Stay notified.
MyNotifi® automatically sends important alerts regarding
you and your device so everyone stays in the loop.

Your contacts will receive alerts if:
A fall occurs
You are unresponsive after a fall
No movement has been detected after 3 hours
A request for help has been activated via the button feature

You and your contacts will receive notifications if:
Bluetooth® connection to your phone or the HUB is disconnected
more than three hours
Battery life is low
Important app updates are available to improve your device’s
functionality

